= n or p 2 \n. The construction has been given in earlier papers except for the case where p\n, p Φ n, and p 2 \n; the second part of the paper is a construction of (D We recall some details of the construction of (D x ) Λ . Let π be a prime of K, and let K n be an unramified extension of K of degree n, embedded in D. One can choose a prime η e D such that η n = π and conjugation by P is an automorphism of K n generating Gdλ{K n /K). We write ηaη' 1 = a σ , a e K n \ σ G Ga\(K n /K) is the Hasse invariant of D up to isomorphism. (See [11] for these and other unreferenced facts about division algebras.) Let R be the group of roots of unity in K n of order prime to p\ let O = O D be the ring of integers in D, and let P = ηO be the prime ideal in O. Then one has D x = U(η), U= (1 + P)#, where U is the group of units of 0, the products are semidirect products, and the first subgroup is normal. The main step in computing the irreducible representations of D x is that of computing the irreducibles of G = 1 + P, and it is on this step that we concentrate. The general idea is this: a representation π 0 of G will be trivial on some normal subgroup (1 + p m+1 ) of G. Choose m as small as possible; for convenience of exposition, assume m odd, and let 2m' = m 4-1. Then 7r 0 is a representation of G/(l + P m+1 ), and (1 + P m V(l + P m+l ) is an Abelian sub-group. Furthermore, (1 + P m ')/(l + P m+1 ) = P m '/P>" +1 via the map 1 + y ~* y-I n this way, 7r o |(l + P m ') can be regarded as a direct sum of (1-dimensional) characters of P m , all trivial on p m+1 . To describe these characters, let χ be an additive character of K that is trivial on P Π K but nontrivial on O Π K\ for xGΰ, let χ x (y) = χ(^D/κ( χ y))-Then every character on D is of the form χ x for some x G Z>; (p m+1 ) x = {χ x : Λ: G P~m), and restricting to P w means that x is determined only mod pm ' + 1 . Given ττ 0 , we thus get x (mod p-™ / + 1 ? and up to conjugation by G) by the condition that χ x occurs in π o | 1 + /»». Determining π 0 then becomes a problem in Mackey (or Clifford) theory.
It is here that the relation between n and p becomes important. One needs to determine the w G G for which χ x (wyw~ι) = χ x {y) for all y G 1 4-P m . It is easy to see that w satisfies this condition iff w commutes with x mod some sufficiently high power of P. In the tamely ramified case and in the case n = p, one can arrange to have w and x commute; this simplifies matters. (See [1] , [5] , [4] , [3] , and [10] for details and further results.) For n = p 2 , however, matters are less simple. The problem is that one can pick elements x G D such that [K(x) :K] = p 2 , but such that K(x) contains no extension of degree p over K. However, it may be possible to choose x x such that [K(x λ ) \K] = p, and JC and x λ agree modulo some moderately high power of P. Certain elements commuting with x λ commute with χ x and not with any element in K(x) -K. In [2] , this problem was handled by showing that in the division algebras D Xι , D x of elements commuting with x l9 x respectively, one could find prime elements %, η 0 respectively that were congruent mod some moderately high power of P; thereafter, the analysis could proceed roughly as before.
It is therefore useful to consider the following type of approximation question: suppose that x G P JO -P 7o+1 , and suppose that x λ = x mod P j \ j\ > j 0 . Let D x , D x be the division algebras of elements in D commuting with x, x λ respectively. How close to one another can one choose an element i) 0 Gj) x and a prime element η x G D X Ί This is the topic of the first half of this paper. It turns out, unsurprisingly, that the difficulties arise primarily with wild ramification; much of the analysis, therefore, deals with the case of totally wildly ramified extensions, and the notation for this part ( § §2, 3) is somewhat different from the notation in other sections.
The results are rather negative; they show that the methods of [2] 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n.
(1) Let n = 1. As Tr x l = 0, there exists a λ G fc x with α x σ -α x = 1. Then a λ £ k 0 , the fixed field of σ, and we must have k o (a x ) = k v Now (a) and (b) follow. For (c) and (d), we use the formula (2.2) («/)" = K + 1)' = a{ +jar + Σ ( 7 )«Γ'
Σ (
Now (c) follows immediately; just let y = 1,2,...,/?-1. As
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the second part of (d) is also immediate. Finally, the case j = p gives Hence σ fixes aζ -a l9 or 3δ e k with a[ -a λ -δ = 0. The roots of X p -X -8 = 0 are therefore α 2 and its conjugates. Write the coefficient of X as a symmetric function of the roots:
But the conjugates of a x are α x + 1,..., a λ 4-p -1, and thus N(a ι )/a ι = αf ~xmod J^_ x . Now the first part of (d) is obvious, since {-l) p~ι Ξ 1 mod p for all p.
(2) Now assume the result for n -1. Then
so that we can find a n e /:" with <x" n -a n = β{p"~ι -1). As T^-xiSίp"" 1 -1) # 0, «" <£ A; n _!. Just as in (1), we get all of (a) and (b) except for the claim that k n = k{a n ). We do have k n = k n _ ι (a n ). Also, β(p"~ι -1) e A:(α n ), and (b) and (c), applied to A; n _ 1} show that k(β(p"-ι -l)) = k n _ 1 . Hence
as required. We need to prove (c) only for those β(j) with j > p m~ι . We first prove it for a' n9 1 < i < p -1. For / = 1, the result is immediate from the definition of a n \ in general, it follows from the formula 
Hence q\q -1) and (q p " -\)/q\q -1) are relatively prime. Similarly, q' and q -1 are relatively prime, and this proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition
As N n/s λ = λ r , we need to pick λ so that its order divides (q -\)r = (q ptl -V)/q'. Now let β generate k% as a cyclic group, and let a = β*. From Lemma 3.4, we can find an integer a such that
Let λ = β aq \ Then the order of λ divides (q -l)r, and αλ has order dividing q'. But then αλ G k s , so that Tr^αλ = 0.
3. Prime elements in sub-division algebras: Totally wildly ramified case. We begin by describing the notational conventions in this section, since they are somewhat different from those for other sections. We assume that the index of D over K is p n (so that dim^D = p ln )\ we choose xGi), and assume that K(x) is totally ramified over K. We assume further that x is in general position, or that |JC| < \x + z\ for all z G K. Define n by |JC| = p m .
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We recall some results from [7] . For each j e Z, let x (J) be an element such that
is minimal (subject to the above condition). For j < 0, we have jc (y) e K, and we take X(j) = 0 there; for sufficiently large 7, we may take x {j) = x. The fields K(x (J) ) are all totally ramified over K. There are integers s 0 = 0, s l9 ... 9 
These integers are the jump points of x. Set ^ = -00, s t = 00, and define jt Γ = ^( 5r _i), with x t = x. We may (and henceforth do) assume that
r-We ca^ ^e X j ^e approximating elements for x. Let /),. = algebra of elements commuting with x r . We shall be interested in how closely we can approximate a prime element in D r by one in Write K n for the unramified extension of degree p n that is normalized by η, and let K b be the subfield of
K n is what was called K p * in the introduction.) We write k n for the residue class field of K n (and of D)\ this corresponds to the notation in §2. The residue class map 0 -> 0/P = k n is bijective on R U {0}, and we generally identify ΛU {0} with k n , for notational ease. Thus we write a typical element /eΰas Σ^δ^V, δ/ G k n . We use α 7 (1 <j < n) and iβy = β(j) (0 <j <p n -1) for the elements of k n so denoted in §2, and write [2] .) It also follows from p. 55 of [2] that we may assume (after conjugating x by an element of G) that
Note, incidentally, that a y increases with j 9 while bj decreases. Our first job is to find a "normal form" for the x y . Proof. Induction on i. For / = 1, this is just our assumption that γ_ n G k\ thus assume / > 2. Apply Satz 8 of [7] 8 . Proof. Let y = Σ^= r ε y η / ; let εX be the first nonzero term. If 1 > s + 1, there is nothing to prove. If / < Λ , then εrf commutes with η (as one sees by computing [y 9 ij 1 ]); thus ε, e /:. Now j> -ε f η'j commutes with η x mod P s+2 , and \y -ε f iji| < jμ. Proceed inductively to produce j x . (b) Continue with the notation of (a). We must have ρ r \i 9 and our construction gives y x = ΣyL r εJτj/, where ε 7 -e /: and εj = 0 unless /? r |j. Hence #(y x ) c ΛΓ(ηf r ) c A:(η x ), so that AΓί^) is totally ramified. As ηf commutes with k r , the division algebra D yι of elements commuting with y x has index > p r over K(y x ) 9 Proof. We use induction on t. For / = 1, the first statement is vacuous, while the second simply states that D λ has a prime η λ such that conjugation by η x generates Gal(i^i/jK').
Assume the theorem for t -1. From Proposition 3.1,
We first find a prime r\\ in D such that η l9 ..., η^! (from the inductive hypothesis), and η' t satisfy (a), (b and satisfying (a) and (b). The theorem follows by using induction on r and then taking limits.
The general approximation theorem. We now remove the restrictions on D that were imposed for §3; thus [D:K] = n 2
and n is arbitrary. Let x e D and write x = Σ^γ^η 7 ; we assume for notational convenience that x is in general position. Let s 09 .. .,^_i be the jump points of x, and let x v ..., x t = x be approximating elements for x; note that 5 0 =7 O . Write L y = L(Xj), and let e y .,^. be the ramification index and residue class degree respectively of K(xj)/K; let e'j = ej/ej_ l9 fj = fj/fj_ v (We define e 0 =/ 0 = 1.) Finally, set ΰy = algebra of elements commuting with JC .. Furthermore, y Jo G S y0 .
We show first that we can conjugate x by an element of G so that x G Z) y . The proof is by induction (plus an easy convergence argument). Suppose that (by conjugating if necessary) every term in the expansion of x through y^J commutes with y (i.e., γ, G S, if / <j). For ε G 7) + I_ /O , consider 
Commutators in division algebras.
We shall later need a result about commutators, which we prove now. Let G y = 1 + P J , G = G λ . Therefore we may suppose that p n°\ h. Restrict attention to elements δ λ G k it is not hard to see that it suffices to consider the case n Q = 0. We are now in the tamely ramified situation. Note that (u ι ,v 1 ){u[,υ' ι ) = 1
We need to show that the sum in brackets can be made equal to any element of k n . It suffices, since Tr^ /A: is faithful on k, to show that then (a) there exists ε l5 8 λ such that Tr^ / k {8 x el -εjif ) = 1; and
Part (b) is easy; in fact, we can take δ λ = 1. As for (a), fix δ x and suppose that Tr kn/k (S^ -ε λ δf' 1 ) = 0 for all e v Then Tϊ^βflδf* -δ λ ) = 0 for all ε x ; hence δf -δ λ = 0, or o h fixes δ v We need only choose δ λ to be outside the fixed field of σ h to complete the proof.
PART II. REPRESENTATIONS OF DIVISION ALGEBRAS
OF INDEX pn 0 , p \ n 0 .
6. Some simpler cases. Let D be a division algebra of index pn 0 over its center K, where K has residual characteristic p and (p,n 0 ) = 1. We use the notation of § §1 and 4.
We wish to determine the irreducible unitary representations of D x . In general, we work by determining those of G. Any such representation has a kernel containing some (1 +P m+1 ) = G m+ι for an m > 0; choose m to be as small as possible. In this and the next few sections, we assume that m is odd; we remove this assumption in §9. Let m = 2m' -1, and let χ be a character on the Abelian group G m */G m+ι that is nontrivial on G m . As noted in §1, one can write χ = χ x for some x e p-^\p-^+i Let s 0 ,..., s t _ x be the jump points for x. We shall assume until §9 that the Sj are all odd.
The construction of the representations of G is done by (mathematical) induction. We assume that the representations of the corresponding group G\ and of 2)'
x , are known if D f is a division algebra whose index over its center K' is a proper divisor of n (of course, K' also has residual characteristic p). We also assume that all irreducibles of G containing χ x , are known when x r e p~w +1 . i n this section we deal with some relatively easy cases, leaving the hard work for § §7 and 8. Henceforth we assume that x is in general position. Write
Case II. ί = 1. Then K(x 0 ) and AΓ(x) have the same ramification index and residue class degree. The following argument is like that in [6] ; indeed, it applies whenever / = 1 (regardless of n). It is also not strictly necessary for the construction in our case, but I think that it may be useful to have the following result stated explicitly. REMARKS. 1. We have dealt with D x rather than G in this theorem; obviously, there is a similar theorem for G. When we come to deal with the case m even, the representation χ x will not extend to G m ,D
x , and we need to use a Weil representation; see, e.g., [4] . 
Then we can extend σ to G m /(Z) O X Π G) by making it trivial on N Q . Induce σ to G to get an irreducible π containing χ x . That π is irreducible and that every π containing χ x is obtained in this way can be proved essentially as in Case III, by following the corresponding proofs in [1].
Extending χ x .
We henceforth assume that (a) the element x is in general position; (b) the first jump point of JC, s 0 = -m, is totally wildly ramified. Let -Sj = 2sj -1 (recall that we are assuming that the s y -are all odd), and define H = H x to be the group G s ,{G s ,nD Xι )---{G s^n D x J{GnD Xι ).
We wish to show that χ x extends to a character of H. This is equivalent to:
Proof. This follows the lines of the proof of Lemma 8 of [2] . We write y as a product of commutators. We note that and εη r j commute. As noted in the Remark after Lemma 8.5 , this means that εη r j is congruent (modP rFr+1 ) to an element of D J+l9 which contradicts our assumption on y. This finishes the proof of Proposition 8.3 and of Theorem 8.4.
Extending to D
x ; removing hypotheses. In this section, we deal with two issues: extending the representations of G to representations of D x , and removing the assumption that the Sj are odd. The procedures are essentially those of [1], [2] and [6] , and our discussion will be brief.
The 
